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This is obviously an important year in the child’s education. Groundwork commenced in Year 1 leads 
to a more formal development of mathematical understanding in Year 2. It is a time when the school 
and the home work closely together. It is important that the home has a positive attitude to school and 
education, and also provides support with an abundance of practical activities in an environment that 
stimulates curiosity and enjoyment. Experience and talk should focus on those things in the child’s 
everyday world – reading number plates, telling the time, playing with containers in the sand or 
water, estimating “how many?”. There are a multitude of opportunities. Children will move from the 
general to the specific – e.g. from ‘It takes 10 steps to get to the gate’ to ‘It is about 10 metres to the 
gate.’ Familiarity with basic home measurements is important. The more experiences the child has, 
the more realistic and practical will be the child’s foundation to Maths in later years, and the more 
confidence the child will have. 

It is in these early years that the child moves from concrete material to abstract material. This 
transition will vary from child to child but it should always be done without fear or threat of failure. 
There is nothing wrong with being wrong as long as we learn from our mistakes. It is also important 
to remember that we don’t come up with the right answer first every time - especially in problem 
solving. This is a strategy adults use. 

An old Chinese proverbs seems to sum it up: 
 I hear, I forget; 
 I see, I remember; 
 I do, I understand. 

The latest Mathematics document for Australian schools breaks Maths into three distinct strands – 
Number and Algebra, Measurement and Geometry and Statistics and Probability. 

This book is based on Grade or Year levels and not Stages. (There are three basic primary school 
stages. Year 1 and Year 2 make up Stage 1.) In Year 2 there is a strong emphasis on practical work 
leading to building a firm basis for formal work. All the sub-strands are not necessarily of the same 
importance and do not require the same time allocations. Children’s experiences differ – different 
children, different strengths and different weaknesses. 

Many children can make generalisations and see relationships without a lot of ‘fancy’ practical 
experience. This book focuses unashamedly on the basics without all the ‘frills’.
 
Some mention is made of calculators. There is a place for them and children should be allowed to use 
them and play with them. The concern is that some children tend to rely too heavily on a calculator 
for the answer and have no idea if the answer is really sensible. Understanding the basic processes and 
being able to estimate makes the calculator a very remarkable tool. A solid knowledge of basic number 
relationships and patterns is also critical in real problem solving. As the child gets older they will be 
exposed to more and more situations that need more than a basic ability to press buttons and hope.  

Alan Horsfield 
M.Ed. B.A. Dip. Sch. Admin, TESOL, Teaching Certificate. 

ABOUT  YEAR  2  MATHEMATICS

There is no such thing 
as a mistake, as long as we 

can learn fom it.
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Alan Horsfield acknowledges the dedicated work of the Australian Curriculum Assessment and 
Reporting Authority (ACARA), and the many who have contributed to the development of the 
Australian curriculum in response to the aims of the 2008 Melbourne declaration on Educational 
Goals for Young Australians. 

This book provides a summary and interpretation of their guidelines for those interested in 
developing mathematical understanding in year 2 students. 

The Australian National Curriculum, developed by ACARA, states that, by the end of Year 2, students 
should be able to do the following: 

 Recognise increasing and decreasing number sequences involving 2’s, 3’s and 5’s. 
 Represent multiplication and division by grouping into sets.
 Associate collections of Australian coins with their value.
 Identify the missing element in a number sequence.
 Recognise the features of three-dimensional objects.
 Interpret simple maps of familiar locations.
 Explain the effects of one-step transformations.
 Make sense of collected information.
 Count to and from 1 000. 
 Perform simple addition and subtraction calculations using a range of strategies.
 Divide collections of objects into halves, quarters and eighths.
 Order shapes and objects using informal units.
 Tell the time to the quarter hour.
 Use a calendar to identify the date and the months included in the seasons.
 Draw two-dimensional shapes.
 Describe outcomes for everyday events.
 Collect data from relevant questions to create lists, tables and picture graphs.

 
THE MATHEMATICS CURRICULUM OPERATES ON ANOTHER LEVEL, THE SO CALLED 
PROFICIENCY LEVEL.   

The Proficiency strands at this level include: 

1.  Understanding:  the connecting of number calculations with counting sequences,  
 partitioning and counting numbers flexibility, identifying and describing the relationship 
 between addition and subtraction and between multiplication and division.
2.   Fluency:  the counting of numbers in sequences readily, using units iteratively to compare measure-

ments, listing possible outcomes of chance events, describing and comparing time durations.
3.  Problem solving:  this includes formulating problems from authentic situations, making models  
 and using number sentences that represent problem situations, planning routes on maps, and 
 matching transformations with their original shape. 
4.  Reasoning:  using known facts to derive strategies for unfamiliar calculations, comparing and  
 contrasting related models of operations, describing connections between 2-D and 3-D  
 representations, and creating and interpreting simple representations of data.  
Understanding, Fluency, Problem Solving and Reasoning are a central part of Mathematics content 
across the three major strands as mentioned earlier (Number and Algebra, Measurement and Geometry, 
and Statistics and Probability).

THE NEW NATIONAL AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM
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Numeration is the system of symbols used to represent numbers:

  1    2    3      4      5       6       7        8        9           and 0
           one        two     three     four     five        six     seven    eight    nine     and nought (zero)

Our modern number system is the result of many centuries of evolution and development.
It is called the HINDU ARABIC system. There are other systems, e.g. Roman.
A numeral is a symbol used to represent a number.
The numerals 0 – 9 are called digits. They can also be called one-digit numbers.

Things to do:
Count by ones to ten, and then to twenty – forward and backward.

 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10
 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20

Write the numbers 1 to 9, then to 20.

Children will enjoy counting rhymes.  1, 2, 3, 4, 5, Johnny caught a fish alive,
      6, 7, 8, 9, 10, Johnny let it go again.

Children will also enjoy guess (estimate) and check (count) activities and competitions.
Match objects with counting numbers.

  3          7         12
Counting numbers are either even or odd.

EVEN NUMBERS: 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 . . . 
Even numbers always end in 2, 4, 6, 8, or 0. 
  
ODD NUMBERS: 1, 3, 5, 7, 9,  . . .
Odd numbers always end in 1, 3, 5, 7, or 9.

Amounts can be recorded in FIGURES,        WORDS,        BASE TEN        or       OBJECTS
                    BLOCKS

         21      =      twenty one   =      =

Join the numbered dot puzzles and their variations are enjoyable activities.
Oral exercises: Write in figures numbers to 100, e.g. forty five.          

GETTING STARTED

 

 
  

Useful Words: The numbers to twenty, nought  (or zero), number, numeral, digit, next, 
before, after, more, fewer, odd, even, count, backward, guess, estimate.

 

 

Seventy 
four is an even number 
because it ends with a 4.
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Children should be asked simple and practical questions to test their understanding of numeration. 
How many plates on the table? What number comes before 5, 24, 20, etc.? If I am 8 this year, how 
old will I be in two years time?

Very early on children should recognise counting numbers from zero to twenty both in symbols or 
words. Ask children to write down spoken numbers.

Have numbers on cards and ask the children to order them. Words may be used.

    22 17  80 66  59 37        94

Ask children to count the number of drum beats or taps; count without touching.

Counting may start at zero as in some thermometers or car odometers. Rockets Blast Off with a 
count from ten down to zero (countdown).

Zero helps us describe numbers over 9.

   10 = 1 ten and 0 ones
 or one ten and no ones
   20 = two tens and no ones

Our number system is based on tens (10s).

Children will progress to counting forward to 100 then backward from 100. Starting at any point 
along the way are achievements that give satisfaction to the child.

Things to do: 
Access to a hundreds chart is important. A hundreds chart is a 10 by 10 grid with the numbers 1 to 100 
filling the spaces. Children will want to count through the numbers and experiment with variation.

Have a speed game. Time how long it takes to find a given number. Ask before and after questions 
related to the child’s level of ability. Use of Base Ten material will help consolidate understanding. 

Have some photocopied hundreds charts. Ask the child to colour in all the even numbers to see the 
pattern. Try the same with the odd numbers and multiples of five.

Some children will see the pattern and will go beyond 100 with very little help. Some will also bridge 
the hundreds without too much help, e.g. 190, 200, 210 . . . 

Have larger numbers on cards and ask the children to order them, forward or backward.

              122      141 89       150      179      197      149

NUMBERS TO AND FROM 100

ZERO has a number of names in common usage in various contexts:
zero, nought, nothing, oh, none left, none at all, and variations of no, 

e.g. thirty equals three tens and no ones.

You will 
find some useful number 

charts in the appendix section 
starting on page 119.
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A digit has a fixed face value but its place value varies according to its position in a numeral. The 
position in the numeral tells us how much it is worth.

Look at two hundred and forty five  =  245. 

The largest figure is five but its value is 5 ones.
The next largest figure is four. Its value is 4 tens or forty.
The smallest figure is two but its value is 2 hundreds or 200
The 2 has the greatest place value but the lowest face value.

By rearranging numbers we can change their value.  271        127

Things to do:
Ask the children to represent a number that is one ‘more’ or one ‘less’ than a given number; ten more 
or ten fewer than a given number.

Estimate the number of objects, people, cars then check by counting.

Schools may record numbers in this fashion:  tens ones   (often shortened to t and o)
            3           5 3 tens and 5 ones = 35
              7 7 ones = 7

This may be extended to hundreds (shortened to h, t, o).

 hundreds    tens     ones
        2       4          0  2 hundreds, 4 tens and no ones = 240

Ask the children to find a pattern by counting in tens from any number. A hundreds chart will help. 
7, 17, 27, 37 . . ,       98, 88, 78 . . .

Start at a given number, e.g. 29 and find how many ‘hops’ of 10 to reach 59. It takes three hops (39, 
49, 59). That is, three hops of ten (or 3 tens) which is thirty (30).

Remember, by the end of the year children should be able to count forward and backward from one 
hundred in ones, twos (odds and evens) , fives and tens.

Using Base Ten Blocks
Base ten blocks look like this.   = 100  = 10  = 1

                                         t         o
              =    7         4      =    74

PLACE VALUE AND FACE VALUE

 

 

Useful words: estimate, place value, face value, position, ones (sometimes called units), 
tens, hundreds, bundles of tens, bundles of hundreds, more, fewer
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Remember we can count forward and backward. Series are an extension of counting.
Exercises involve working out the pattern and finding missing numbers.

What comes next?

5, 10, 15, 20, 25,       ,     31, 33, 35, 37,       ,   

80, 70, 60,       ,   

What are the missing numbers?

61,       , 81,       , 101                      , 4, 6,       , 10, 12

      ,       , 13, 11

Ordinals  give the position. They show the order.

first     second third  fourth        fifth  sixth 
1st       2nd       3rd  4th         5th  6th

When using calendars children will extend their use of ordinals to thirty-first (31st).
Some children will extend even further with birthdays.

First means at the beginning.

Last means at the end.

   

Try naming the last three runners using these terms;
last, second last and third last

Children should play with calculators and be asked to solve simple problems.
Add 10 to 23  Take 10 from 15 Add 100 to 35  Take 100 from 315
What number comes after 191?
What number comes before 259?

SERIES AND ORDINALS

 
 

 

First Second Third Fourth Last 

Useful words:  first, second, third, etc.

I just 
had my eightieth 

birthday!. 
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Q1. Draw a ring around all the numbers greater than 300.              5
 151  360  720  371  199  
  818  107  434  301              790

 How many numbers did you draw a ring around?           

Q2. What is the largest number you can write using these three numbers once only?      5 

        1, 2 and 3                 7, 4 and 9     
 What is the smallest number you can write using these three numbers once only?

        6, 3 and 1                 8, 1 and 5      

Q3. Write these numbers on the hundreds, tens and ones chart.  6, 13 
                                                                                               hundreds    tens   ones           
         32          187    two hundred and ninety-four    503                           3        2

Q4. What is one more than: 177                219           549        5 

 What is ten more than:  165                503           290                        

Q5. Estimate (guess) first, then count how many stars in this box.     11

         

 Estimate:                                   Count:

Q6. Write the numbers for these:   4, 5, 

 four tens and five ones                            two tens and no ones     
6

 70 and 6                                                  nine hundred  

Q7.   Write the numbers for these Base Ten blocks.

Q8. Rewrite these numbers in order from lowest to highest.  6, 13 
   121    501        114      190      211      132       312    149       291

LEVEL 3 — NUMBER AND PLACE VALUE
    (Part 1)

AVERAGE QUESTIONS

 

It is easier 
if you count then circle 

groups of ten.
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Q1. Draw a ring around all the numbers greater than 300.              5
 151  360  720  371  199  
  818  107  434  301              790

 How many numbers did you draw a ring around?           

Q2. What is the largest number you can write using these three numbers once only?      5 

        1, 2 and 3                 7, 4 and 9     
 What is the smallest number you can write using these three numbers once only?

        6, 3 and 1                 8, 1 and 5      

Q3. Write these numbers on the hundreds, tens and ones chart.  6, 13 
                                                                                               hundreds    tens   ones           
         32          187    two hundred and ninety-four    503                           3        2

Q4. What is one more than: 177                219           549        5 

 What is ten more than:  165                503           290                        

Q5. Estimate (guess) first, then count how many stars in this box.     11

         

 Estimate:                                   Count:

Q6. Write the numbers for these:   4, 5, 

 four tens and five ones                            two tens and no ones     
6

 70 and 6                                                  nine hundred  

Q7.   Write the numbers for these Base Ten blocks.

Q8. Rewrite these numbers in order from lowest to highest.  6, 13 
   121    501        114      190      211      132       312    149       291

LEVEL 3 — NUMBER AND PLACE VALUE
    (Part 1)

AVERAGE QUESTIONS
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Q1. Write the numbers from 11 to 20.             

Q2. Write these numerals.   

	 																																				fifty-five			ninety			seventy-one				thirty-two				twenty-six			forty

Q3. What are the missing numbers?   

 27,  28, 29 , 30, 31 , 32 , 33, 34 , 35, 36 , 37  

 21, 20 , 19, 18 , 17 , 16, 15 , 14, 13     

 20,  30, 40 , 50 , 60, 70 , 80, 90, 100

Q4. What are the missing numbers?    

 

  

Q5.	 Join	the	numbers	with	a	line.	Start	at	61	and	finish	at	70.	 		
         61                    63                      67                                  69
                    62                      64                                                                     70
                                 65                      66                    68
Q6. Draw a line to match the boxes with the correct numeral.  

           7                         32                         10                                       12
Q7. Write the correct numeral under each group of moons.   

  17  20 36   9
Q8. Follow the even numbers and join the dots to complete the picture.   

LEVEL 1 — NUMBER & PLACE VALUE  (Part 1)
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Q1. Write the numbers from 11 to 20.             

Q2. Write these numerals.   

																																					fifty-five			ninety			seventy-one				thirty-two				twenty-six			forty

Q3. What are the missing numbers?   

 27,  28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37  

 21, 20, 19, 18, 17, 16, 15, 14, 13    

 20,  30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100

Q4. What are the missing numbers?    

 

  

Q5.	Join	the	numbers	with	a	line.	Start	at	61	and	finish	at	70.			
         61                    63                      67                                  69
                    62                      64                                                                     70
                                 65                      66                    68
Q6. Draw a line to match the boxes with the correct numeral.  

           7                         32                         10                                       12
Q7. Write the correct numeral under each group of moons.   

  17  20 36   9
Q8. Follow the even numbers and join the dots to complete the picture.   
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